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Osteoporosis causes more than 8.9 million fractures annually

worldwide with the lifetime risk for a wrist, hip, or vertebral

fracture estimated to be in the order of 30–40 % in developed

countries [1]. Osteoporosis is not only a major cause of

fractures but also ranks high among diseases causing people

to become bedridden with high morbidity, mortality, and

costs to the individual and the society. Osteoporosis has been

operationally defined on the basis of the bone mineral density

(BMD) assessment. Nevertheless, the BMD measurement

alone is not optimal for the detection of individuals at high

risk of fracture. Even though the risk of fracture is very high

when BMD is low (high specificity), risk is not negligible

when BMD is normal (low sensitivity). This has to do with

the multifactorial etiology of osteoporosis and its associated

fractures. Multiple underlying factors influence the risk of

disease, including age, sex, menopausal status, diet, physical

activity, smoking, coexisting diseases, and pharmacologic

treatments. Family history of fracture is another strong

confirmed risk factor which has brought great expectation of

what the assessment of genetic factors can bring to under-

stand the underlying biology, improve risk prediction, and

develop novel disease interventions (treatment).

As in other human complex diseases, the studies on the

genetics of osteoporosis have now begun a new era of

discoveries with the advent of the so-called genome-wide

association studies (GWAS) [2]. GWAS were made pos-

sible by the knowledge provided by the HapMap project

(on the organization of common variation in the genome)

and the introduction of high throughput genotyping

technology (allowing assessing hundreds of thousands of

DNA polymorphisms in adequately powered settings,

including tenths of thousands of individuals). Before the

GWAS era, the literature about the genetics of osteoporosis

and fracture had been confined to a very large number of

‘‘genome-wide linkage’’ and ‘‘candidate gene association’’

studies. In retrospect, and with few exceptions, the majority

were small, inadequately-powered studies generating con-

troversial and frequently non-reproducible reports [3] on

variants in about 150 candidate gene regions for osteopo-

rosis according to HuGeNet [4]. Even though, a few

polymorphisms were indeed identified as being associated

with either BMD or fracture (such as for LRP5 [5] asso-

ciated at P \ 5 9 10-8, the current standard for declaring

genome-wide significance). Candidate gene efforts were

then restricted to a number of known ill-selected poly-

morphisms and did not interrogate the genetic contribution

to osteoporosis in a robust and hypothesis—free way, as is

now possible by means of the GWAS approach.

In this issue of the Journal, Deng et al. has scrutinized 18

SNPs for association with BMD and fracture risk in a

relatively small population (n = 1,012) of Chinese Han

women [6]. The markers arise from 16 BMD loci identified

by the first large scale GWAS meta-analysis of the

Genetics Factors of Osteoporosis (GEFOS) consortium

[7]. Such independent validation effort is particularly

welcome in the field of genetics of osteoporosis consider-

ing it is drawn in individuals of a non-European back-

ground. Further, they attempted to evaluate the relation

with fracture risk which will always be one step further

toward fulfilling the expectations on clinical translation

described above.

The authors encounter evidence for an association with

BMD in SNPs from six loci, including 1p31.3 (containing

WLS formerly known as GPR177), 3p22.1 (CTNNB1),
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5q14.3 (MEF2C), 7q21.3 (FLJ42280), 8q24.12

(TNFRSF11B), and 11p15.1 (SOX6). In addition, one SNP

in the 2p16.2 locus mapping to SPTBN1 was associated

with 1.4 [95 % CI (1.016–1.900)] increased risk for oste-

oporotic fracture. Altogether, these findings corroborate the

involvement of factors acting through important pathways

known to play an important role in bone biology, like

mesenchymal cell differentiation, OPG-RANK-RANKL,

TGF-b, and Wnt signaling.

As encouraging this, cross-ethnic replication can be

perceived; several aspects require careful interpretation. As

is frequently the case for complex traits and common dis-

eases hundreds (if not thousands) of variants with weak

(but genuine) effects will be underlying their genetic

architecture [8]. Allocating a gene to a genetic signal is

based on physical distance and current knowledge of

biology, neither of which suffices to unequivocally assign

the gene to the observed SNP effect. Therefore, even

though the circumstantial evidence for biologic candidacy

may be strong, such assignments should be interpreted with

caution until conclusive evidence becomes available. This

will also vary from region to region depending on the

relative location of the associated SNPs, the linkage dis-

equilibrium (LD) properties between the markers, the

patterns of recombination rate, and the number of genes

underlying the signal. Considering the limited power of the

replication setting in Deng et al., excluding the involve-

ment of the non-associated variants in Asian populations

will be premature and likely a misjudgment. Different LD

regional structure between populations can result in addi-

tional hampering of the power for association. The top

associated marker in populations of European background,

in relatively high LD with the real underlying vari-

ant(s) driving the associations, may withhold low(er) cor-

relation in Asian populations. This will result in further

power limitations and higher likelihood of false negative

associations been drawn for a given locus. Such is also the

case, when drawing conclusions on potential site specificity

of the observed effects, where also the absence of evidence

(of association) will not constitute the evidence of absence.

Given the relatively high phenotypic correlation between

BMD measured at the lumbar spine and the total hip

(r2–0.70), it is expected that most loci will show associa-

tion at both skeletal sites. Larger collaborative studies in

Asian populations are required to address these

contentions.

The recently published second effort on BMD of the

GEFOS consortium has brought together about 80,000

individuals with DXA scans from 50 studies across Europe,

North America, East Asia and Australia [9]. This study

constitutes the largest genetic study in osteoporosis per-

formed to date and has now brought the number of iden-

tified BMD loci to 56, including all 16 loci assessed by

Deng et al. in this issue. Fourteen of the 56 BMD loci were

associated with any type of fracture, examined in more

than 30,000 cases and 100,000 controls. As also found by

Deng et al., variants in the 2p16.2 locus mapping to

SPTBN1 were associated with fracture, yet at genome-wide

significant level. Further, within GEFOS, all effect sizes

were under 10 % increased risk which represents a more

precise (and expected) risk estimate, than the 40 %

reported by Deng et al. in this issue.

We can expect that applying the GWAS approach in an

ever-expanding number of individuals will continue

allowing the identification of hundreds of common variants

underlying the risk of osteoporosis and fracture. This

approach will be complemented by the implementation of

sequencing technologies and functional follow-up of the

identified loci and their pathways. All together, these dis-

coveries will help understand the genetic underpinnings of

a complex disease like osteoporosis, setting the roadmap to

pinpoint drug targets and provide leads for the develop-

ment of improved therapies and preventive measures.
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